
Yanmar CE EMEA for best riding arena quality! 
 
Georg Müller und Töchter relies on the V120 wheeled loader for riding arena 
construction. 
 
Wilburgstetten, 25.10.2023 – The company Georg Müller und Töchter GmbH & Co. KG 

(Müller und Töchter) is pleased with its new Yanmar Compact Equipment EMEA (Yanmar 

CE) wheeled loader. The company, which has been successful for many decades in the fields 

of sand extraction, goods transport and earthmoving, uses the machine in riding arena 

construction.  

 

Müller und Töchter already owns several machines from Yanmar CE and was looking for a 

powerful new team member especially for milling and grading riding arenas. This is what 

owner Georg Müller found at bauma 2022 in Munich: a Yanmar CE V120 wheeled loader. 

Müller and Töchter relied on the competent advice of Yanmar CE dealer Erich Engelhardt 
from Schopfloch in Middle Franconia. Engelhardt has been a Yanmar CE dealer since 2018 

and has the entire Yanmar CE product portfolio plus numerous attachments. The company's 

offering includes comprehensive service, advice, sales and hire of construction machinery as 

well as the sale of used machines. "The dealer is very reliable and trustworthy and also 

nearby. He fulfils our wishes and adapts the machines exactly to our needs - with all 

attachments. I always enjoy being advised by him," says Georg Müller.  

 

The advantages of Yanmar CE’s V120 are convincing all along the line: The wheeled loader 

has a powerful hydraulic system and an additional pump that is ideal for driving the tiller. Its 

oscillating rear axle keeps all four wheels constantly on the ground on uneven terrain, and it 

also has extremely maneuverable articulated steering. With all these characteristics, the 

machine is ideally suited for riding arena construction. The construction of outdoor riding 

arenas requires the placement of three layers of material: The base layer serves as the 

foundation, this consists of coarse materials such as crushed stone, followed by the separation 

layer of crushed sand and finally the visible footing layer of riding sand. The powerful and 

versatile V120 enables uncomplicated and efficient material transport and installation. 

 

The many attachments available further increase the versatility of the machine. Müller und 

Töchter purchased a bucket, fork, tiller and grader. Changing between attachments is quick 

and easy with the hydraulic quick-change system, which can be operated from the cab. This 

allows flexible switching between a wide variety of tasks. "I am completely convinced of the 

quality and performance of Yanmar CE machines. We are also very satisfied with the new 

wheeled loader. We particularly appreciate the convenient changeover between attachments, 

which saves a considerable amount of time and is indispensable for our requirements. We use 

it on riding arenas and also for smaller construction sites," says Georg Müller.  

 

The family-run company, based in Wilburgstetten in Bavaria, employs around 190 people and 

has been active in the market since 1920 in the fourth generation. 


